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With 10 cool sound buttons, fun facts, full-color pictures and much more, this Discovery Kids

sound-and-reference book is a unique way for kids to learn about life on the farm! Kids ages 2 and

up will love matching the sounds to the animals in this vibrant and interactive book.
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Great book for younger kids. Nothing beats having your kid grab this book, sit in your lap, and then

hear them giggle as you turn the pages while playing the animal sounds. I rate the book as

follows:Pros:-Good quality farm animal sounds-Nice variety of farm animals just as pictured-The

buttons work well without having to push too hard-Excellent pictures (colors, detail, etc...)-Nice thick

pages for younger kids that tend to destroy regular paper pagesCons:No cons that I can think of yet.

The book is great -- it just doesn't last. I've just had the book 5 months and already the sound

buttons no longer work even though we've kept the book in pristine condition. I've changed the

batteries with brand new ones purchased on  and it still doesn't work.

I gave a copy of this book to three different one-year olds in my family. Their parents tell me that this

is one of their favorite books. They love looking at the pictures and pressing the appropriate button

to hear that animal's sound.



6/15 S.FryeI sent this Moo on the Farm (Discovery Kids) for the newest granddaughter as a book for

her to enjoy. She is 15 months old and this book has buttons on & when she pushes the button (say

for the cow) it makes its sound like the cow moo's! We lived on a working farm when my children,

my husband was alive.and myself....so I got this book for her. She is 15 months old and so she sat

on her Dad's lap while pushing the buttons....like cow...Moo-Moo and the smile and the laugherjust

lit up her face. This is a wonderful book for young children.....and I am finding story books, wild

animal stories....these will be a delight for a small child. I got it from .....

My son absolutely loves this book, between my husband and I we read this book over 5 times a

night. He loves animals and hearing the noises they make. He's starting to copy the sounds after he

hears them. Love this book!

I love this little book because I can teach my 18 month old granddaughter while she's having fun. I

have one at my house and I purchased this one for her to have at home. She loves pressing the

buttons to make the farm animal sounds. It is also a very study board book so she doesn't damage

the pages and can turn them herself. We have lots of fun with this book.

Cute book, but sounds don't work!When the book arrived the cover was slightly damaged on one

corner. Then we discovered that the sounds didn't work. Since the back says "batteries for

demonstration purposes only." I guessed that the batteries were dead and went to target to buy 3

new batteries at $4.99 each.Then found out that the book still doesn't work! I am very disappointed

since my daughter saw the book already, but I guess it was a good lesson.

This book was great for about a week, then the batteries started to die. It says on the back of the

book "batteries for demo purposes" meaning they weren't going to last, which is fine. However,

when I replaced the batteries it wouldn't work at all anymore. I definitely had the correct batteries,

they were from a brand new package, and I doubled checked my installation several times. Very

disappointed as my little one really enjoyed this book and playing all the sounds.
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